
14.7 SkillBuilder: Describing change over time
14.7.1 Tell me
What is a description of change over time?
A description of change over time is a verbal or written description of how far a feature moves, or how
much it alters, over an extended time period.

Why is a description of change over time useful?
A description of change over time is used to show us the distance that a feature has moved, or the extent to
which it has altered, and to alert us to the possible impacts over a wider region. For example, the intensity
of earthquake tremors indicates that energy has moved across a region.

The study of change over time is useful for:• describing cyclones and indicating a potential path• providing tsunami warnings from one side of an ocean to the other• anticipating the location of waste in oceans as ocean currents shift the waste• mapping the spills from mining activities, whether it be in oceans or in rivers.
A good description of change over time:• refers to a map with timeframes marked• uses scale to indicate distance• discusses direction• clearly represents and communicates the data.

14.7.2 Show me
How to describe change over time
Model
On the 15th of August 2007, a magnitude 8.0 earthquake struck near the coast of Peru. The earthquake was
monitored using advanced equipment from SEAFRAME (SEA Level Fine Resolution Acoustic Measuring
Equipment) and a warning was sent across the Pacific, based on the timeframes of the tsunami’s energy
movement. The tsunami began off the coast of Peru. Authorities estimated that within three hours, the
wave energy would reach the Galapagos Islands, 1500 kilometres away. The energy continued to spread in
concentric circles for nine hours until the energy spread into parallel lines as it neared French Polynesia.
The Cook Islands would not expect to see any change in the ocean until 12 hours after the earthquake
struck, providing ample time for precautions to be taken. The energy patterns were distorted further by the
landmasses they met: the islands throughout the Pacific, New Zealand and Australia. Countries across the
Pacific had been monitored in order to decide the likelihood of any impact on Australia. In Port Kembla,
New South Wales, more than 11 200 kilometres from the epicentre, a small wave change occurred 18 hours
after the Peru earthquake. Although the world watched and waited for a tsunami, the impact was minimal.

You will need:• a map with movement timeframes on it• an atlas to name places and calculate distances• a piece of paper to help you use scale and calculate distances.

Procedure:
To track change over time, you need a map constructed by an authorised organisation — that is, a reliable
source. FIGURE 1 was distributed by the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center.
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FIGURE 1 Tsunami mapping from Peru, 2007 showing the magnitude 8.0 earthquake
that occurred on 15 August. A tsunami was detected by SEAFRAME stations located on
Pacific islands.
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STEP 1
To understand the topic that has been mapped, read the map title, key or legend, and any captions attached.

STEP 2
Study the movement lines across the map and relate these to places, either by name, latitude and longitude,
or direction from other places. An atlas will be helpful here. For example, in FIGURE 1, the tsunami began off
the coast of Peru. Authorities estimated that within three hours the wave energy would reach the Galapagos
Islands, a distance of 1500 kilometres.

STEP 3
Begin writing an analysis of the map by using an opening statement that generalises about what has been
mapped. For example, ‘In FIGURE 1, the Peru 2007 magnitude 8.0 earthquake was monitored, and a warning
was sent across the Pacific based on the timeframes of movement of the tsunami’s energy.’

STEP 4
Next, focus on some specific statements about places impacted close to the time of origin of the event. For
example, within three hours the wave energy would have reached the Galapagos Islands, a distance of 1500
kilometres.

STEP 5
From the timeframes discussed in Step 4, infer what impact the event will have on people and places at
different times. For example, the Cook Islands would not expect to see any change in the ocean until 12
hours after the earthquake occurred. Another place that you might mention is New Zealand, which would
experience tidal movement two hours later, at the same time as Samoa.

STEP 6
Conclude your analysis with an overall statement about the level or magnitude of the event.Pdf_Folio:36
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The ‘Model’ text has this example: ‘Although the world watched and waited for a tsunami, the impact
was minimal.’

Video eLesson Describing change over time (eles-1753)

Interactivity Describing change over time (int-3371)

Weblink Oil spill

14.7.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activity to practise this skill.

14.7 ACTIVITY
1. Use the Oil spill weblink in the Resources tab to view interactive maps showing change over time, and write

an analysis of the event. Answer the following questions to guide your analysis. Use the checklist to ensure
you have covered all aspects of the task.
(a) Which area of the United States was most affected by the oil spill?
(b) What distance, and in which directions, did the oil spread?
(c) How long did it take for the Gulf of Mexico to be clear of oil movement?
(d) What role did ocean currents play in the movement of the oil?
(e) Did the oil spread further than predicted?

Checklist
I have:
• referred to a map with timeframes marked
• used scale to indicate distance
• discussed direction
• clearly represented and communicated the data.
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